STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT
MEETING DETAILS
Club:
Cambridge Jockey Club
Date:
Wednesday, 1 June 2022
Weather:
Overcast
Track:
Synthetic
Rail:
True
Stewards:
L Selvakumaran (Chair), J Oatham, B Jones, W Robinson
Vet:
P Fraser BVSc, S Christopher BVSc
Typist:
K Verner
SUMMARY
Suspensions:

Race

3

Fines:

Race

7

Warnings:

Race

3
4
5

Protests:
Request for Ruling:
Horse Actions:

Nil
Nil
Race

2
4
7

A Goindasamy JIMMY THUMPER
Shifting ground 300 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] Suspended 5-11/6, 5 days
R Elliot EXPRESS DESIRE
Failed to make weight [Rule 330(3)(c)] $400
M McNab MACRAES
Shifting ground concluding stages [Rule 638(1)(d)]
S Spratt TIVAAN WARRIOR
Shifting ground 1250 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)]
J Bell COPPER COIN
Presented runner without notified gear [Rule 616(4)]

SWING LOW
Non-competitive performance
LEICALOT
Required to barrier trial prior to racing next
EXPRESS DESIRE
Required to barrier trial prior to racing next

Follow Up:
Rider Changes:

Nil
Race

7

Late Scratchings:

Race

4

Medical Certificates:
Swabbing:

Nil
LA VELOCITA, FELIX FAURE, MACRAES, TIVAAN WARRIOR, DIVINE DUDE, KELLY KEEPER,
IS THAT SO, LOFTYS GIFT

GENERAL
Nothing to report
SUPPLEMENTARY
Nothing to report

RACE COMMENTS

EXPRESS DESIRE
T Newman replaced R Elliot (overweight)
LEICALOT
At 1.40 pm at the barrier, refusing to load

Race 1
WAIPA EARTHWORKS 1550
LA VELOCITA (S Weatherley) - Slow to begin.
CHATTERTON (S Spratt) - Slow to begin. Over-raced in the early and middle stages.
CATHAY EMPRESS (A Goindasamy) – Began awkwardly. Had some difficulty obtaining clear running early in the final
straight.
ELUSIVE EMPIRE (T Mitchell) – Raced wide without cover throughout.
WESTERN SPRINGS (R Elliot) - Held up in the early part of the straight.
GOLDMAN (K Asano) - Performed below market expectations. When questioned regarding performance rider K
Asano could offer no explanation.
Race 2
CAMBRIDGE GRAINS 1550
SWING LOW (K Asano) - Slow to begin. Lost contact with the field passing the 950 metres. Underwent a post-race
veterinary examination which did not reveal any significant abnormality other than a minor skin condition and there
being some concern over the mare’s overall condition. Trainer B Coxhead was spoken to accordingly and advised that
Stewards would be expecting an improvement in its performance and condition with a warning placed against the
mare for its lack of competitiveness.
BOUFFANT (A Calder) - Slow to begin.
GOLDEN EAGLE (T Thornton) – Raced wide without cover until near the 1000 metres when racing keenly.
MR RAINBOW (J Chung) - Raced three wide without cover throughout.
ALPHA CHARLIE (M Cameron) – Lay in under pressure in the straight.
Race 3
COOKIES KITCHEN MAIDEN 1550
BOLEH (A Calder) - Began awkwardly then crowded shortly after, losing ground. Hampered and checked near the 300
metres when JIMMY THUMPER shifted out for clear running.
JIMMY THUMPER (A Goindasamy) – Restrained in the early stages to obtain cover from a wide barrier. Made contact
with BOLEH near the 300 metres when shifting out to obtain clear running.
ASTRADEEL (S Weatherley) – Slow to begin.
ARGYLL CHIEF (R Elliot) - Raced wide without cover throughout.
DAYDREAM BELIEVER (D Danis) – Raced three wide without cover until near the 1000 metres. Bumped near the 300
metres.
MERSEY BEAT (T Yanagida) – Raced wide without cover throughout.
ELUSIVE CAPITAL (J Chung) - Raced in restricted room over the concluding stages when MACRAES lay in under
pressure.
MACRAES (M McNab) - Lay in under pressure for a majority of the straight.

M McNab (MACRAES) - Issued with a warning after permitting his mount to shift in over the concluding stages
crowding BULLISH, JIMMY THUMPER and ELUSIVE CAPITAL.
A Goindasamy (JIMMY THUMPER) - Admitted a charge of careless riding after he permitted his mount to shift out
when insufficiently clear of BOLEH which was hampered and checked near the 300 metres. After considering
submissions the Adjudicator suspended A Goindasamy’s licence to ride in races from the conclusion of racing on
Saturday 4 June up to and including racing on Saturday 11 June, 5 national riding days.
Race 4
NZB INSURANCE PEARL SERIES RACE 1300
LEICALOT (D Danis) - Late scratched at 1.40 pm after refusing to load. Connections were advised that the mare must
barrier trial to the satisfactions of Stewards prior to racing next.
EASY PEASY (T Newman) - Began awkwardly losing ground.
TINA AGAIN (L Satherley) – Raced wide without cover throughout. Inconvenienced when placed in restricted room to
the inside of TIVAAN WARRIOR which shifted inwards passing the 1250 metres. Commenced to race keenly through
the early and middle stages.
CANTSAYTOOMUCH (R Elliot) - Rider dropped his whip passing the 1200 metres. Raced wide without cover
throughout.
S Spratt (TIVAAN WARRIOR) - Issued with a warning after permitting her mount to shift inwards when insufficiently
clear of TINA AGAIN which had to be steadied passing the 1250 metres.
Race 5
RICHARD BRIGHT MEMORIAL MAIDEN 1300
IPSO FACTO (S Weatherley) - Slow to begin. Lay in under pressure in the final straight.
MR BIGGLESWORTH (B Grylls) - Slow to begin.
ULTIMATE FOCUS (A Goindasamy) - Raced keenly in the early and middle stages when being restrained. Briefly held
up rounding the final bend.
VIVA LE VADA (K Asano) - Raced keenly in the early and middle stages when being restrained. When questioned
regarding performance rider K Asano advised that over-racing in the early and middle stages had been detrimental to
the gelding’s chances.
DAME COUNTY (O Bosson) - Raced three wide without cover throughout. Performed below market expectations.
When questioned regarding performance rider O Bosson advised that being caught wide in the run had been
detrimental to the filly’s chances.
THE HIGH LINE (M McNab) - Raced wide without cover throughout.
J Bell (COPPER COIN) - Issued with a warning after presenting COPPER COIN to race without the notified blinkers.
Race 6
NZB INSURANCE PEARL SERIES MAIDEN RACE 1300
BORDEAUX ROSE (L Satherley) – Restrained from its wide barrier at the start.
HOBSON STREET (T Mitchell) – Raced wide without cover throughout.
TRAMONTO (K Asano) – Raced wide without cover for the majority of the race. Lay in under pressure in the straight.

SAVAGE LOVE (J Kamaruddin) - Held up entering the final straight, then racing in restricted room before obtaining
clear running approaching the 100 metres.
BLOOM (M McNab) - Held up throughout the final straight, going to the line untested.
PIZZAZZ (L Allpress) – Crowded near the 150 metres.
DIAMOND ALLEY (T Newman) – Bumped near the 150 metres.
ABEYANCE (O Bosson) - Stable reported that the filly lost a near hind plate during the running and also pulled up with
abrasions to its right stifle.
Race 7
MIKE ALTON MOBILE ENGINEERING MAIDEN 970
EXPRESS DESIRE (T Newman) – Commenced to buck shortly after the start losing all chance. Connections were
advised that the mare would be required to barrier trial to the satisfaction of Stewards prior to racing next.
Underwent a post-race veterinary examination which did not reveal any abnormality.
GATO MONTES (R Beemud) – Raced wide without cover throughout.
RED VIENNA (K Asano) - Began awkwardly.
LA ROSA LEE (A Goindasamy) - Slow to begin.
ROACH (L Allpress) – Rider L Allpress reported that the gelding resented the kick back.
EXPRESSO (S Spratt) - Raced wide without cover throughout.
Race 8
VIC BOOTH MEMORIAL MAIDEN 2000
BELLA NOCHE (B Grylls) - Slow to begin.
DROVERS YARN (D Danis) - Began awkwardly.
LOFTYS GIFT (S Weatherley) - Began awkwardly.
OUTRIVAL (M McNab) - Improved onto heels passing the 800 metres having to be steadied.
TEXEL (S Spratt) - Raced keenly in the early stages.
HOW MUCH FOR CASH (O Bosson) - Raced three wide throughout. Performed below market expectations. When
questioned regarding the performance rider O Bosson could offer no explanation. Underwent a post-race veterinary
examination which did not reveal any abnormality.

Stipendiary Stewards report as posted is provisional and subject to further review and amendment

